As a software-enabled modular routing and processing platform, Ultrix has revolutionized the live production industry. It’s a groundbreaking solution that can be deployed as a standalone system or as part of a multi-frame distributed system. Let us help you pick the path that is right for you!

**EFFICIENCY**
Condense racks of equipment and thousands of cables into a single chassis.

**SIMPLICITY**
Routers, Multiviewers, Audio / Video Processing, Audio Mixing, and Clean / Quiet Switching are all integrated.

**FLEXIBILITY**
Add features and capabilities simply through software licenses.

**ADAPTABILITY**
Coax, fiber, and IP transport are all available to maintain the flexibility you need as your business grows or changes.

**SCALABILITY**
Grow at your own pace without worrying about running out of valuable Crosspoint I/O or frame space.

**MULTI-SITE INTEGRATION**
Create routing, processing, and multiviewer systems into a single control and monitoring fabric across separate buildings, cities, or even countries.

**DISTRIBUTE RISK**
Use small I/O building blocks to create a system made up of smaller chassis in order to minimize risk and downtime due to maintenance.

**TRANSITION AT YOUR PACE**
Add or move to emerging technologies like UHD or IP at your own pace. No need to replace entire systems – just add what you need.

Whatever your choice, Ultrix will enhance your productions today and into the future.

rossvideo.com/Ultrix